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Abstract
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) tends to be a new epidemic. It is now considered as the new element of metabolic syndrome, since it is highly correlated with obesity and diabetes mellitus type II. However, there are some patients whose disease is not linked to metabolic abnormalities; the etiology of this type of disease is the genetic background. Main genetic contributors to NAFLD are PNPLA3, TM6SF2 and GCKR. Genetic variations in these loci have been associated with NAFLD onset and progression. Moreover, dietary habits and nutrients intake can affect the disease status. Diet composition, such as anti-inflammatory and pro-inflammatory polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) and carbohydrates intake, along with energy intake constitute key factors in the pathogenesis of NAFLD and development of non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). Up to now, treatment of NAFLD is based on generalized dietary intervention. However, there is an urgent need for personalized dietary advice in order to provide health professionals with more precise and drastic NAFLD management tools. Nutrigenetics is a field that examines how genetic variation affects response to diet or nutrients. This literature review meets the need of a summary of all available data regarding nutrigenetics of NAFLD. So far, studies in the area are scarce; however, they hold promise for future personalized dietary interventions, aiming to the reduction of NAFLD incidence.
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Introduction
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a public health problem that is prevalent in 20% of the population worldwide [1]. The main pathogenetic factor of NAFLD is the excess deposition of triglycerides in the hepatocytes in absence of other causes of steatosis, including excess alcohol intake and inborn errors of metabolism [2]. The histological classification of the disease varies from simple steatosis to non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), fibrosis and cirrhosis with its clinical consequences [3]. NAFLD is associated, as an independent risk factor, with metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease and chronic kidney disease [4,5]. These associations are summarized in the “multiple hit” hypothesis for the development of the disease [6]. We now know that there are two types of NAFLD patients; those who are genetically predisposed to develop the disease, carrying the I148M variant in PNPLA3 and/or the E167K variant in TM6SF2 and those whose disease is associated with features of metabolic syndrome [7]. Genetically predisposed NAFLD is usually not accompanied with insulin resistance. However, there are many patients who are genetically susceptible to NAFLD but in the same time they have developed metabolic abnormalities.

Dietary habits, environmental and genetic factors can lead to the development of insulin resistance, obesity with adipocyte proliferation and changes in the intestinal microbiome and as a result in the increase of hepatic inflammation [6]. Epidemiological studies, clinical cases, family and twin studies reveal that there are genetic determinants, which significantly contribute in the development of steatosis [8]. It has been now proved that diet composition along with caloric intake can either contribute to the development of NAFLD and NASH or lead to the regression of liver disease [6,9]. However, we now need to explore any gene-diet interactions that can affect the development and progression of NAFLD. Decoding such interactions could be of great use in clinical practice.

So far, there is very little knowledge about gene-diet interactions of NAFLD. Herein, we summarize the results of published human studies, regarding the nutrigenetics of the disease. Most studies include PNPLA3, the most well studied NAFLD-related gene; however, there are a few studies that refer to GCKR, TM6SF2 or oxidative stress associated genes. Flowchart of the research and studies included in this literature review are summarized in Figure 1 and Table 1, respectively.

PNPLA3
Patatin-like phospholipase-3 (PNPLA3) gene is located on human chromosome 22 and encodes 481 amino acids for making protein adiponutrin which is expressed in fat cells (adipocytes) and liver cells (hepatocytes) [10,11]. It is believed that adiponutrin plays a key role in lipogenesis, acting as an acetyl-CoA-independent transacylase and in lipolysis, acting as a triglyceride hydrolase [12]. In 2008, it was first reported that a single nucleotide polymorphism at protein position 148 results in substitution of amino acid isoleucine to methionine (I148M, rs738409) and this variant was associated with increased risk of developing NAFLD [11]. Since then, many studies reported the same effect of PNPLA3 variant on NAFLD development and nowadays PNPLA3 rs738409 is considered a risk factor for the disease.

Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) have been proved to be associated with the onset and progression of NAFLD [13]. Double blind randomized clinical trials have come to the conclusion that intrahepatic fat content and the risk of developing NASH is significantly reduced when patients are supplemented with omega 3 fatty acids [14]. Their beneficial effect is exerted through their antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties. However, no optimal dose has been decided yet. On the other hand, omega 6 fatty acids mainly have a pro-inflammatory role [15-17]. Therefore, it is believed that lowering the dietary intake of omega 6/omega 3 PUFAs could hinder several
metabolic diseases, including NAFLD [15]. An interaction between PNPLA3 rs738409 variant and dietary ratio of omega 6/omega 3 PUFAs has been observed in 127 children and adolescents of various ethnicities (Caucasian, Hispanic and African) [16]. The dietary intake of PUFAs was assessed with 3-day food records and the hepatic fat fraction (%HFF) with abdominal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The results indicate that participants homozygous for the minor allele would benefit by a higher consumption of omega 3 fatty acids in order to improve their hepatic fat content and their NAFLD level. The mechanism that underlies these findings is based on the hydrolytic function of PNPLA3 and especially the inhibition of hydrolyzing n-9 fatty acids in presence of rs738409 variant [17]. In human body, omega 6 fatty acids are some of the primary compounds for the synthesis of n-9 fatty acids, which consist the most common fatty acids derived from the diet [18]. The I148M variant increases the cellular accumulation of triglycerides in presence of excess FFAs by significantly down-regulating the triglycerides hydrolysis [19]. It could be speculated that carriers of the rs734809 minor allele tend to increase triglycerides into the liver, while the excess of omega 6 fatty acids not incorporated into triglycerides leads to over-synthesis of pro-inflammatory omega 6 derived species, triggering NASH [16].

On the contrary, a double blind placebo controlled trial in adults showed that after 15-18 months of intervention with supplement of eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), the I148M/M gene variant of PNPLA3 was independently associated with decreased percentage of DHA tissue enrichment and higher liver fat [20]. In line with the latter study, another randomized controlled trial was conducted in sixty children with NAFLD for 24 months and checked the response of DHA supplementation in association with PNPLA3 I148M variant. Children with the PNPLA3 148M/M genotype had no beneficial effect after DHA supplementation regarding liver fat, and carrying the 148M allele doubled the risk of severe steatosis at the end of the trial [21]. These results clarify that PNPLA3 I148M implicate in omega-3 fatty acids mobilization in the liver, and subjects with the variant have lower level of DHA [16]. Moreover, omega-3 fatty acids decrease the expression of sterol response element binding protein 1c (SREBP1c), a key regulatory factor in hepatic lipogenesis and carriers of the PNPLA3 148M allele are likely to have decreased de novo lipogenesis as a feedback mechanism to avoid excessive lipid accumulation [22]. Thus, it is possible that the lack of response to DHA+EPA treatment in decreasing liver fat percentage in PNPLA3 I148M/M subjects could be due to the fact that these subjects already have low levels of de novo lipogenesis [20].

The majority of published studies indicate an aggravating role of carbohydrates on the accumulation of liver fat [23,24]. Moreover, it is now believed that more important than the quantity of carbohydrates is the quality as simple sugars are mostly implicated in the pathogenesis of the disease. Recently, the scientific interest tends to be focused on clarifying the interaction between carbohydrate intake and genes related to NAFLD. Specifically, in a study of 153 Hispanic children and adolescents, high carbohydrate and high total sugar intake was positively correlated with hepatic fat content, only in carriers of the GG genotype of PNPLA3 rs738409 variant [25]. These findings are

Table 1: Studies included in literature review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year of Publication</th>
<th>Gene(s) studied</th>
<th>Type of Diet/Nutrient involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Davis et al. [25]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>PNPLA3</td>
<td>CHO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevastianova et al. [26]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>PNPLA3</td>
<td>Hypocaloric, low CHO diet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santoro et al. [16]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>PNPLA3</td>
<td>PUFAs intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobili et al. [21]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>PNPLA3</td>
<td>DHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobili et al. [27]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>PNPLA3</td>
<td>Dietary pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorletti et al. [20]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>PNPLA3</td>
<td>EPA + DHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krawczyk et al. [29]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>PNPLA3, TM6SF2</td>
<td>Caloric restriction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalliora et al. [30]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>GCKR</td>
<td>Mediterranean Diet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miele et al. [39]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>GSTT1, CYP1A1, CYP2E1&lt;sup&gt;avr&lt;/sup&gt;, SULT1A1, GSTM1</td>
<td>Fruits, grilled meat or fish, alcohol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(CHO: carbohydrates, PUFAs: Polyunsaturated fatty acids, EPA: Eicosapentaenoic acid, DHA: Docosahexaenoic acid).
supported by the theory that the GG genotype attenuates the capacity of the carriers to hydrolyze triglycerides in the liver, so in presence of excess consumption of high dietary sugar there is an overexpression of PNPLA3 variant and, consequently, severely reduced activity of the enzyme [25].

In another study, 18 subjects underwent a hypocaloric, low-carbohydrate diet for 6 days and exhibited a greater reduction in liver fat content in PNPLA3 148MM group in comparison with the PNPLA3 148II group [26]. Authors attributed the results to the baseline difference in insulin sensitivity than to the PNPLA3 mutation per se due to the fact that PNPLA3 II48M variant appears to promote intrahepatic triglyceride accumulation by either inhibiting triglyceride hydrolysis or promoting de novo lipogenesis [26].

Similarly, in 200 children from Italy a moderate to severe intake of sweetened beverages led to higher liver fat deposition for the carriers of G allele, and a decreased consumption of vegetables declined the risk of severe steatosis in the same carriers [27]. These data are supported by the hypothesis that the effect of the PNPLA3 I148M is intensified by diets rich in carbohydrates, resulting in increased hepatic lipogenesis [25]. It could also be speculated that vegetables represent a source of substrates for hepatic lipogenesis.

The results of the aforementioned studies come in contradiction with a 3-week intervention study in which 16 subjects, 9 homozygous for the minor allele (GG) and 6 homozygous for the major allele (CC), were overfed with simple carbohydrates to conclude that carriers of CC genotype had higher levels of lipogenic index and liver fat content compared to individuals with GG genotype, reinforcing the role of PNPLA3 I148M variant in diminishing hepatic de novo synthesis of triglycerides [28].

Recently, Krawczyk et al. [29] published a 4-month dietary intervention study in 143 NAFLD patients and 180 controls. Dietary intervention included caloric restriction without changes in the physical activity level of the participants. Authors reported that hepatic steatosis and anthropometric traits were statistically significantly improved in carriers of PNPLA3 or TM6SF2 risk allele. However, it was found that the observed improvements were not associated with the genotype of the individuals. The presence of a PNPLA3 or TM6SF2 risk allele was statistically significantly associated with WHR change compared to individuals with GG genotype, reinforcing the role of nutritional counseling. These findings could be supported by the proxy SNP of rs1260326, rs780094 [32]. The GCRK rs1260326 variant participates in inducing hepatic glucose uptake, in enhancement of glycolysis and production of malonyl-CoA, which in its turn is involved in the inhibition of carnitine-palmitoyl transferase-1 and as a consequence fatty acid oxidation. In mitochondria, β-oxidation is reduced and enhancement of triglyceride accumulation occurs. Authors suggested that the cumulative effect of extra-mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation potentially increases ROS generation, oxidative damage and mitochondrial impairment Table 1 [36-38].

Other genes

The first reported nutrigenetic study regarding NAFLD was conducted by Miele et al. [39]. Authors examined the interaction of dietary and lifestyle factors with oxidative stress associated genes in 294 Italian NAFLD patients and 359 controls. Results showed that the consumption of more than two fruits per day interacts with the risk allele of variants of the following genes: glutathione S-transferase Mu 1 (GSTM1), glutathione S-transferase theta 1 (GSTT1), CYP1A1 and CYP2E1. The proxy SNP of rs1260326, rs780094, of the cytochrome P450 superfamily, and sulfotransferase 1A1 (SULT1A1). This interaction was positively associated with the risk of developing NAFLD. Similar results were reported for the carriers of GSTM1, GSTT1, CYP1A1, and SULT1A1 variants when consumption of grilled meat or fish was higher than once per week. This result indicates a possible role of aromatic hydrocarbons in liver steatosis. Another interesting finding was that carriers of the CYP2E1*5B allele who consume a moderate intake of alcohol (<20 g/day for females, <30 g/day for males) have 75% lower odds of developing NAFLD. Furthermore, this Italian study was the first to report a gene-gene interaction for NAFLD.

Conclusion

The current literature review summarizes the results of studies, which have focused on the different response of individuals to diet according to their genetic background regarding NAFLD. Omega 3
fatty acids and carbohydrates seem to be the main dietary factors that interact with NAFLD-associated genes and alter their main effect on the disease. However, the field of nutrigenetics of NAFLD is scarce and preliminary and there are only a handful of studies published on this field, yet promising. More studies are necessary in order to decode these gene-diet pathways and to "move" research towards the personalized nutritional therapy of NAFLD.
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